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You must answer two sections:  one verse author and one prose author.

You must choose either Section A (verse:  Homer:  page two) or 

Section B (verse:  Sophocles:  page four)

and

you must choose either Section C (prose:  Thucydides:  page six) or 

Section D (prose:  Plato:  page eight).

100 marks are allocated to this paper.

N A T I O N A L

Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S

2 0 1 2

F R I D A Y ,  2 5  M A Y

1 . 0 0  P M  –  3 . 0 0  P M



EITHER

SECTION A

Homer, Odyssey, IX and X

Answer all the questions.  (Note:  there are two options in question 4.)

 1. Turn to PAGE 41 of the Prescribed Text.

  Refer to lines 39–53 of Passage 18 (from kai tot$ gw to porrwx).

   (a) Wine plays an important part in these lines.  Who gave Odysseus this 

wine?  What is special about it?

    (b) In what ways does Odysseus persuade the Cyclops to drink the wine?

   (c) What does the Cyclops say to show his appreciation of the wine?  

Support your answer by referring to the text. 

 2. Turn to PAGE 42 of the Prescribed Text.

  Refer to lines 81–88 of Passage 18 (from v tou n fqalm} to peri 

mocl}).

   (a) Describe in detail what happens to the Cyclops in lines 81–84 and in 

line 88.  In your opinion, what effect is Homer trying to produce by this 

description?

    (b) In lines 85–87 Homer uses a simile to illustrate what is happening to the 

Cyclops.  How effective do you find this simile?  Give reasons for your 

answer.

   (c) Write out and scan lines 83–84 (from panta de o to puri izai), 
marking the quantities and feet.

 3. Turn to PAGE 44 of the Prescribed Text.

  Refer to lines 141–154 of Passage 18 (from krie pepon to poren Otiv).

   (a) In these lines, what comments does Polyphemus make about his ram’s 

behaviour?  What reason does he put forward as a possible explanation 

of this behaviour?  In what way does he suggest that the ram might help 

him in his present difficulties?

    (b) In your opinion, what effects has Homer created by including this speech 

in the poem?  Justify your answer by referring to the text.
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Page three[X015/12/01]

 4. EITHER

  (a) Odysseus claims:  “The whole world talks of my stratagems”.  To what 

extent do you think Odysseus does indeed prove himself to be a cunning 

man in the passages you have read of Odyssey, Books IX and X, in Greek 

and English?

  OR

  (b) “Hospitality was expected in the ancient Greek world.”  To what extent 

was Odysseus hospitably received by those he met?  Refer to the passages 

you have read of Odyssey, Books IX and X, in Greek and English to 

support your answer.
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(scaled to 50)

[Turn over for SECTION B



OR

SECTION B

Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus

Answer all the questions.  (Note:  there are two options in question 4.)

 1. Turn to PAGE 83 of the Prescribed Text.

  (a) Refer to lines 15–25 of Passage 21 (from ll$ v to steron).  In these 

lines, what is Jocasta urging Oedipus to believe?  What evidence does she 

use to support her argument?

    (b) Refer to lines 26–27 of Passage 21 (from kalwv nomizeiv to tout$ 

f|v).  To what extent do you feel that Oedipus has been convinced by 

her?  Refer to the text to justify your view.

 2. Turn to PAGES 91 AND 92 of the Prescribed Text.

   (a) Refer to lines 36–45 of Passage 25 (from d$ stin to postreyei 

cerav).  In these lines the Shepherd replies first to the Corinthian 

Messenger and then to Oedipus.  What differences do you detect in the 

tone of his successive replies?  Refer closely to the text to justify your 

answer.

    (b) In these lines, how does Oedipus persuade the Shepherd to cooperate 

with his inquiry?

   (c) Write out and scan lines 38–39 (from , mh to toud$ ph), marking the 

quantities and feet.

 3. Turn to PAGES 93 AND 94 of the Prescribed Text.

  Refer to lines 1–20 of Passage 26 (from “All the generations” to “endless 

darkness”).

   (a) What attitude to Oedipus does the chorus show in these lines?

    (b) What, in your opinion, is the chorus’ view of human life in general as 

expressed in these lines?
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 4. EITHER

  (a) At the start of the play Oedipus is described as “great and glorious”.  As 

the drama develops, do you feel that he deserves this description?  Refer 

to the Greek and English passages in your answer.

  OR

  (b) “The character of Jocasta is almost as important as that of Oedipus 

himself.”  In your opinion, how justifiable is this as an estimate of the 

part Jocasta plays in developing the drama of Oedipus Tyrannus?  Refer to 

the Greek and English passages in your answer.

Marks
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[Turn over for SECTION C



AND 

EITHER

SECTION C

Thucydides, Book II

Answer all the questions.  (Note:  there are two options in question 4.)

 1. Turn to PAGES 5 AND 6 of the Prescribed Text.

  (a) Refer to lines 61–71 of Passage 2 (from kai o men to o fasin).  What 

action did the Plataeans take as they tried to make the Thebans leave 

their territory?

    (b) Refer to lines 72–78 of Passage 2 (from o de to atoiv).  In these lines, 

what actions did the Plataeans take after the Thebans had left?

    (c) Refer to lines 79–91 of Passage 2 (from toiv d$ $Aqhnaioiv to 

xekomisan).  In these lines, we are told what the Athenians did to assist 

the Plataeans.  Give details of the Athenians’ actions.

    (d) What is your opinion of the behaviour of the Thebans, the Plataeans and 

the Athenians during the final part of the Plataea incident?  Give reasons 

for your answer.

 2. Turn to PAGES 11 AND 12 of the Prescribed Text.

   Refer to lines 27–74 of Passage 5 (from “As to” to “friends”).  In what ways 

does this passage show that Thucydides is a good historian?  Support your 

answer with references from the text.

 3. Turn to PAGE 14 of the Prescribed Text.

  Refer to lines 7–16 of Passage 6 (from kai to men to polausai).

   (a) In what ways did the plague change the behaviour of the Athenians?

    (b) Do you think that the plague was the reason why the behaviour of the 

Athenians changed?  Give reasons for your answer.
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 4. EITHER

  (a) It has been said that humans have not progressed in their attitudes to war 

and in their behaviour during war.  Does your reading of Thucydides 

support this view?   Refer to the Greek and English passages you have 

read to support your answer.

  OR

  (b) At the beginning of his history, Thucydides said that he wanted his work 

to be of value to future generations.  To what extent has he achieved his 

aim?  Refer to the Greek and English passages you have read to support 

your answer.

Marks

 

 

10
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(34)
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OR

SECTION D

Plato, Republic I and II

Answer all the questions.  (Note:  there are two options in question 4.)

 1. Turn to PAGES 17 AND 18 of the Prescribed Text.

  Refer to lines 4 –27 of Passage 8 (from an maqw to sumferon).

  (a) In lines 10–11, what opinion does Thrasymachus express about Socrates?

    (b) Refer to lines 14–27 (from et$ ok osq $ to sumferon). 

    (i) Thrasymachus here refers to different types of government.  

     Explain his argument about law and justice in each type of 

government.

    (ii) Do you agree with the arguments Thrasymachus puts forward here?  

Give reasons for your answer.

 2. Turn to PAGES 23 AND 24 of the Prescribed Text.

   (a) Refer to lines 149–171 of Passage 9 (from “At this” to “own”) and 

lines 1–2 of Passage 10 (from skopeisqai to cei).  In line 1, what 

opinion does Thrasymachus express about Socrates?  To what extent is 

Thrasymachus’ opinion supported by what he says in lines 149 –171 of 

Passage 9?

    (b) Refer to lines 19 –30 of Passage 10 (from stin to dikhkota).  In 

what ways does Thrasymachus use tyranny as an example to show that 

injustice pays better than justice?

    (c) In your opinion, how effective are Thrasymachus’ points about justice 

and injustice in the whole of Passage 10?  Support your answer with 

reference to the text.

 3. Turn to PAGES 25, 26 AND 27 of the Prescribed Text.

   (a) Refer to lines 1–15 of Passage 11 (from “After” to “wants”).  What 

indications are there that Plato intends his readers to disapprove of 

Thrasymachus?

    (b) In line 54 of Passage 12, Socrates says: “you will complete my 

entertainment”.  To what extent do you think that Socrates has been 

questioning Thrasymachus for his own entertainment?
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 4. EITHER

  (a) “There are similarities between the times in which Plato lived and our 

own.”  From what you have read in The Republic, would you agree?  

Support your answer by reference to the Greek and the English 

passages.

  OR

  (b) “Some arguments in The Republic have been described as too clever but 

perhaps not valid.”  To what extent do you agree with this statement?  

Support your answer by reference to the Greek and English passages.

Marks

 

 

10

10

(34)

(scaled to 50)
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Translation

Answer either Question 1 or Question 2.

50 marks are allocated to this paper.

Candidates should ensure that they have been provided with the word-list for this paper.

N A T I O N A L

Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S

2 0 1 2

F R I D A Y ,  2 5  M A Y

3 . 1 5  P M  –  4 . 0 0  P M



EITHER

1. Read the following passage carefully, including the English sections, then 

translate all the Greek sections into English.

 The Athenian army was in retreat after being defeated by the Syracusans.  Their army 

split into two with one section commanded by Nicias and the other by Demosthenes.  

The section with Nicias reached the river Erineus.

 Nikiav de kai o met$ atou taut| t| mer{ fiknountai pi ton potamon ton 

$ Erineon, kai diabav prov metewron ti kaqise thn stratian. 

 When the Syracusans caught up, they informed Nicias that Demosthenes and his 

men had already surrendered.  He was unwilling to believe it and sent a horseman to 

investigate.

 o de Surakosioi t| sterai{ katalabontev aton legon ti o meta Dhmosqenouv 

paradedwkoien sfav atouv, keleuontev kkeinon to ato dran·  d $ pistwn 

spendetai ppea pemyai skeyomenon.

 On discovering it was true, Nicias tried to make terms with the Syracusans and their 

commander Gylippus but failed.  He and his men decided to press on despite their 

difficult circumstances.

 v d $ ocomenov phggeile palin paradedwkotav, pikhrukeuetai Γulipp} kai 

Surakosioiv enai toimov per $Aqhnaiwn sumbhnai, sa nhlwsan crhmata 

Surakosioi v ton polemon, tauta podounai, ste thn met$ atou stratian 

feinai atouv·  mecri o d$ n ta crhmata podoq|, ndrav dwsein $Aqhnaiwn 

mhrouv, na kata talanton.  o de Surakosioi kai Γulippov o prosedeconto 

touv logouv, lla prospesontev kai peristantev pantacoqen ballon atouv.  

econ de kai otoi ponhrwv sitou te kai twn pithdeiwn pori{.  mwv d$ mellon 

poreuesqai thv nuktov fulaxantev to sucazon.

 Thucydides (adapted)

 to ato (line 4)  — “the same”

 pori{ (line 12)  — “because of their lack”
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OR

2. Read the following passage carefully, including the English sections, then 

translate all the Greek sections into English.

 Socrates asks Ion, a man who makes his living by giving poetry recitations, about the 

effect that his recitations have on him personally.

 SΩ nun dh moi tode epe,  $ Iwn, kai mh pokruy| ti n se rwmai·  tan e 

ep|v ph kai kplhx|v malista touv qewmenouv, tote poteron mfrwn e 

 xw sautou gignei kai para toiv pragmasin oetai sou enai  yuch;

 IΩN  Swkratev, o gar se pokruyamenov rw.  gw gar tan leinon ti 

legw, dakruwn mpimplantai mou o fqalmoi·  tan te foberon  deinon, 

rqai a tricev stantai po fobou kai  kardia phd{.

 Socrates suggests that the recitations have a similar effect on the audience.  Ion 

agrees and explains why it is important to him that this should be so.

 SΩ osqa on ti kai twn qeatwn touv pollouv tata tauta su rgazei;

 IΩN kai mala kalwv oda· kaqorw gar kastote atouv nwqen po tou 

bhmatov klaiontav te kai deinon mblepontav kai sunqambountav toiv 

legomenoiv.  dei gar me kai sfodr$ atoiv ton noun prosecein·  v an men 

klaiontav atouv kaqisw, atov gelasomai rgurion lambanwn, an de 

gelwntav, atov klausomai rgurion polluv.

 Plato (adapted)

 para toiv pragmasin (line 3) — “at the scene of the events”

 toiv legomenoiv (lines 9 and 10) — “my words”

 ton noun prosecein (line 10) —  “to pay attention”
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N A T I O N A L

Q U A L I F I C A T I O N S
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F R I D A Y ,  2 5  M A Y

3 . 1 5  P M  –  4 . 0 0  P M



Question 1 (Thucydides) 

$Aqhnaioi, -wn (m.pl.)    Athenians

lla    but

n    miss this word out

nhlwsan (from naliskw     I spend)

nhr, ndrov (m.)    man

paggellw     I report

pistew     I do not believe

podoq| (from podidwmi     I give back)

podounai (from podidwmi     I give back)

aton, athn, ato     him, her, it

feinai (from fihmi     I let go)

fikneomai     I arrive

ballw     I throw spears at

Γulippov, -ou (m.)  Gylippus (the   

 commander of the

 Syracusans)

de     and, but

Dhmosqenhv, -ouv (m.)  Demosthenes (an  

 Athenian general)

diabainw     I cross

draw     I do

dwsein (from didwmi     I give)

enai (from emi     I am)

ev, mia, n     one

keinov, -h, -o     he, she, it

pi (+ accusative)    at

pikhrukeuomai     I send a message

pithdeia, -wn (n.pl.)    necessities

$ Erineov, -ou (m.)     Erineus (a river)

v (+ accusative)     on

toimov, -h, -on     ready

cw     I am

mera, -av (f.)    day

sucazon, -ou (n.)     the quietest part

ppeuv, -ewv (m.)     horseman

kaqizw     I (bring to a) halt

kai     and, also (lines 4 & 12)

kkeinon     = kai keinon
kata (+ accusative)     for each

katalambanw     I catch up

keleuw     I order

legw     I tell

logoi, -wn (m.pl.)     terms

mellw     I intend

meta (+ genitive)     with

metewron, -ou  (n.)     high ground

mecri o     until

Nikiav, -ou (m.) Nicias (an Athenian  

   general)

nux, nuktov  (f.)     night

, , to     the

ocomai     I have gone

mhrov, -ou (m.) hostage

mwv     nevertheless

soi, -ai, -a     all

ti     that

o     not

otov, ath, touto     this

palin     back

pantacoqen     from all sides

paradedwkoien (from paradidwmi    
 I surrender)

paradedwkotav (from paradidwmi    
 I surrender)

pempw     I send

peristantev (from peristhmi     I surround)

polemov, -ou (m.)     war

ponhrwv in a bad way

poreueomai     I march on

potamov, -ou (m.)     river

prov (+ accusative)     to

prosdecomai     I accept

prospesontev (from prospiptw     I attack)

sitov, -ou (m.)     food

skeptomai     I investigate

spendomai     I arrange (with an enemy)

stratia, -av (f.)     army

sumbainw     I make an agreement

Surakosioi, -wn (m.pl.)     Syracusans

sfav atouv     themselves

talanton, -ou (n.) talent (a large sum of  

 money)

te kai     both . . . and

tiv, tiv, ti     some 

per (+ genitive)     on behalf of

steraia, -av (f.)     the next day

fulassw     I wait for

crhmata, -wn (n.pl.)     money

v     when

ste     provided that

List for Question 2 (Plato) 

begins on Page three
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Question 2 (Plato) 

n      miss this word out

nwqen     from above

po (+ genitive)     from

pokruptw     I avoid answering

pollumi     I lose

rgurion, -ou (n.)     money

atov, -h, -o     -self

atouv, -av, -a     them

bhma, -atov (n.)     platform, stage

gar     for

gelaw     I laugh

gignomai     I am

dakruon, -ou (n.)     tear(drop)

de     but

dei     it is necessary

deinon (line 9)     in terror

deinov, -h, -on     terrible

dh     then

an     if
gw     I

e (from emi     I am)

enai (from emi     I am)

epe (from legw     I tell, speak)

ep  |v (from legw     I tell, speak)

kastote      each time

kplhssw     I amaze

leinov, -h, -on     tragic

mblepw     I look at

mpiplhmi     I fill

mfrwn, -onov in possession of one’s  

 senses

xw (+ genitive)     outside

pov, pouv (n.)     word

rgazomai     I have an effect on

romai     I ask

rw (from fhmi     I speak)

e     well

     or

qeathv, -ou (m.)     listener, audience

qewmenoi, -wn (m.pl.)     listeners, audience

stantai (from sthmi     I stand)

$ Iwn, $ Iwnov  (m.)     Ion

kaqizw (+ participle)     I make, cause to

kaqoraw     I look down on

kai and

 also (lines 7 and 10)

kai mala     yes, indeed

kalwv     well

kardia, -av (f.)     heart

klaiw     I weep

klausomai (from klaiw     I weep)

lambanw I make (money)

legw     I speak, I recite

mala     see kai mala
malista especially

me (from gw   I)

men     on the one hand (or miss this word out)

mh      not

moi (from gw     I)

mou (from gw     I)

nun     now

, , to     the

de, de, tode     this

oda     I know

oomai     I believe

osqa (from oda     I know)

rqov, -h, -on     on end

tan     whenever

ti     that

ti n     whatever

o     not

on     then

otov, ath, touto     this

fqalmov, -ou (m.)     eye

phdaw     I leap

polloi, -ai, -a     many

poteron     miss this word out

sauton     yourself

su     you

sunqambew (+ dative)     I am astonished at

sfodra     fully

Swkrathv, -ouv (m.)     Socrates

tata     the same

te     and

te kai     both . . . and

ti     something

tote     then

tricev, -ewn (f.pl.)     hair

po (+ genitive)     because of

foberov, -a, -on     frightening

fobov, -ou (m.)     fear

yuch, -hv (f.)     soul, spirit

     o (or miss this word out)

v     for
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